CASE STUDY (CS) PITCH PROPOSAL TEMPLATE
You can use this scripting template to submit a CASE STUDY (CS) PITCH PROPOSAL/DUE: 2/4/2019
Case Study Pitch Proposal Template

Student Names (Team):
(1)
(2)
(Please remember that if you are working with a partner, you must present a product that is identical in format (font, spacing, syntax,
page numbering, spacing, margins, bold printing, and type of paper)

Title of your CASE STUDY:
(Consider giving your CS a clever title that will make it memorable to viewers. Like the titles of books or movies, CS titles are important for engaging
readers. An engaging title can ben bring readers to your Case Study!)

Deceased Celebrity of your Case Study:
Actual DOB/Date of Death:
(You MUST carefully research your celebrity as waiting too long may trap you into not having enough information to complete the
assignment. Make sure you choose wisely. Your ASSUMPTION is when you work with this individual, they’re alive now)

In one sentence, summarize the main idea you’re hoping to communicate in your CS:

(Thinking through the primary purpose for your CS early will help you to make important decisions about the facts & images to include in your
final product. Here is an example: “after reading my CS, I want readers to better understand a basic overview of the psychological disorder, as
well as, the chosen individual for this product.

Psychological Disorder you’re trying to write about, to include the DSM-5 Code:

Criteria for the Psychological Disorder:

(Example: Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, CODE: 309.81. CRITERIA: The traumatic event is persistently re‐experienced in one (or more) of the

following ways: (1) recurrent and intrusive distressing recollections of the event, including images, thoughts, or perceptions. Note: In young
children, repetitive play may occur in which themes or aspects of the trauma are expressed. THIS IS ONLY ONE CRITERIA OF MANY)

